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Some tropes never die. all medievalists have been forced, at some
point in their career, to grapple with the outdated and hackneyed
notions that continue to colour our perceptions of the Middle ages.
Even in the twenty-first century, the ghost of Burckhardt lingers
everywhere: in films, books, and video games that collectively cari-
cature the Middle ages as simplistic and quaint, forever damned to
history’s purgatory of not quite measuring up to modernity.
Katharina Behrens’s recently published book Scham: Zur sozialen Be -
deutung eines Gefühls im spätmittelalterlichen England sets itself the goal
of tackling some of these misconceptions. her study, based on her
doctoral thesis, is a wide-ranging look at the concept of ‘shame’ in the
Middle ages. her work is a response to those authors who judge the
Middle ages against the benchmark of the Renaissance, and who
invariably find the level of emotional sophistication in medieval writ-
ing to be wanting. Shame as a cultural concept has suffered at the
hands of these scholars. Behrens’s study very effectively counters
these claims with an examination of medieval shame in its many
forms and guises.

Behrens’s goal was to explore the meaning and functions of
‘shame’ in late medieval English society, chronologically framed by a
set of documents produced during the reign of Richard II. her study
adds to the growing body of work within the burgeoning field of the
history of emotions. She positions herself as a successor to the pio-
neering work done by Barbara Rosenwein and others on the social
uses and cultural underpinnings of specific emotions. their work
comes as a response to the narrative that interprets the history of
emotions as akin to a process of maturity. this view places the emo-
tional history of Western civilization on a long upwards trajectory,
from the childlike abandon of the Middle ages towards the emotion-
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al restraint of the modern era. Scholars such as Rosenwein and
Behrens claim that this approach is untenable; emotions must be
judged within the context of the society that creates them, and should
not be seen as a linear progression contingent on modern values.
though finding a natural home under the umbrella of cultural histo-
ry, works such as this really shine when they are allowed to spill over
into neighbouring fields of inquiry. though Scham starts from a core
concern with the sociological and anthropological implications of
shame as an emotion, Behrens looks far beyond this scope, and deft-
ly includes aspects of juridical, political, intellectual, and religious
history as well. 

historical research can never recover the sensory experience of
feeling an emotion. thus we are limited to working from surviving
evidence that either discusses shame directly or provides the means
of extrapolating the social meaning of shame from past events.
Behrens thus splits her evidence into two parts. the first part deals
with the literary discourse of shame. her evidence here comprises
texts from four distinct bodies of writing: chronicles, primarily those
of thomas Walsingham, a Benedictine chronicler; religious and didac-
tic writings; legal and administrative works, especially the Letter
Books of the City of London; and, finally, what John Burrow dubbed
‘Ricardian poetry’, that flowering of Middle English literature at the
end of the fourteenth century best represented by Chaucer, but also
including Gower, Langland, and the Gawain-poet. the conclusions
reached in her literary analysis reveal no great surprises. Shame
depends heavily on the literary genre in which it is found. Courtly lit-
erature was deeply bound up with questions of honour; religious/
moral texts dealt with the inevitable shame of choosing vice before
virtue; and Chaucer’s scathing wit often targeted characters who pre-
tended to false modesty. She concludes that the rich complexity of the
medieval corpus cannot be reduced to any single, monolithic set of
cultural values. Chaucer, especially, presents an array of ‘conflicting
moralities’, which alone should put paid to the notion that the
Middle ages were in any way culturally deficient.

Part two moves away from the close reading of texts to a series of
case studies that exemplify the function of shame in late medieval
society. here she uses evidence of a performative nature to analyse
the very public ways in which shame served either as deterrent or
punishment for social transgressions. as she concludes, every socie-
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ty must find ways to enforce norms, and shame seems to have been
a particularly effective means of maintaining social control in late
medieval England. her work follows Rosenwein’s lead on categoriz-
ing shame as a ‘social’ emotion; that is, shame is produced as a result
of interactions with others. One never feels it in isolation, but rather
only in connection with a failure to meet social expectations or a
transgression of social norms. thus the public rituals surrounding
such actions as pillorying, penance, and begging each worked as
powerful regulators within communities. the great interest of this
section was seeing how it connects back to broader questions of
social and political history. One must understand the extent to which
shame was internalized in order to fully grasp, for example, why
honour, reputation, and civic pride so frequently appear as grounds
for action in civic records. Urban historians, especially, would do
well to consider how the discourse of shame informed the broader
urban mentalité.

In spite of the universality of emotion as a human trait, unpack-
ing the social meaning of emotions can be remarkably tricky. not
only do social norms morph over time, but so does language.
Behrens spends some time discussing England’s late medieval lin-
guistic landscape, including an extensive list of shame-related
vocabulary from Middle English, French, and Latin, all of which
were in use at the end of the fourteenth century. She chose as her
framework the three semantically related German concepts of
Scham, Schande, and Schamhaftigkeit. applying these is rather unusu-
ally complicated by the fact that English has lost the distinction
between Scham, the internally applied feeling of having erred, and
Schande, the feeling of public judgment for having erred. First, it rais-
es the question of why some languages, such as German and French,
retain the distinction between public and personal shame, while
English does not. Behrens claims that the merging of these two con-
cepts into the unified English word ‘shame’ had already happened
by the fourteenth century. It might have been interesting if she had
spent more time ruminating on the cultural impact of such a lin-
guistic loss. When all shame is emotively channelled into the unitary
concept of ‘personal’ shame, as it is in English, does public shaming
become more efficacious? to what extent might this alter the social
context of shame? Given that Behrens’s research was concerned with
social outcomes, it seems pertinent to question how the social frame-
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work of shame could have been shaped or modified by the linguis-
tic peculiarities specific to late medieval England.

Behrens concludes that public shame functioned as a highly effec-
tive instrument of social order in late medieval England, even at
times cutting across social strata. She illustrates this with the exam-
ple of the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381. It was not just the ruling class that
employed the language of shame against the rebels. the rebels in
similar fashion also used propaganda tactics designed to shame and
discredit their opponents. Each side tried to leverage public opinion
by highlighting a breach of social norms through the medium of pub-
lic shaming. as Behrens demonstrates throughout the book, these
methods were often highly efficacious, though she concludes that
shame functions best as a social control within a community struc-
tured by personal ties. Whether the same methods continue to be as
effective is a matter left open for question. have we moved away
from a communal mentalité to the extent that we no longer under-
stand the discourse of shame in the same way that our medieval
counterparts did? Late medievalists who read petitions and bills
laden with expressions of shame and dishonour often view them as
formulaic constructions that had long lost their meaning. Perhaps
this view should be modulated in light of Behrens’s findings.
Whatever the answer, this work should prompt us to consider the
ways in which our own cultural assumptions colour our historical
understanding.

Overall, Behrens’s book more than adequately demonstrates that
shame functioned as a powerful social adhesive in medieval
England. Moreover, this book should be accessible to a non-special-
ist audience, as it is thankfully free from the dense jargon that often
accompanies scholarly works on cultural history. For those new to
the field of cultural history, or the history of emotions in particular,
this book is a fine introduction to a complex and fascinating topic.

Dana DURKEE is writing a Ph.D. thesis on ‘Social Mobility and the
Worsted Weavers of norwich, 1450–1530’ at Durham University.
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